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Abstract—A reference library can be described as a corpus of
an individual composition of documents containing related work
of research, documents of favorite authors, or proceedings of a
conference. The documents in the corpus may change over time;
new documents extend the corpus while other documents are
sorted out. A subset of documents may contain meaningful annotations describing their content while other documents contain
only weakly annotations. Enriching documents with meaningful
annotations is beneficial for the performance of applications
like semantic search, content aggregation, automated relationship
discovery, query answering and information retrieval. However,
enriching and maintaining a document with meaningful annotations is non-trivial. Available (semi-) automatic annotation tools
ignore the individual composition of documents in corpora by
annotating documents with generic named-entity related data. In
this paper, we present techniques for enriching and maintaining
annotations for document-specific databases considering changes
in the composition of documents.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In linguistics annotations add additional data to documents,
supporting humans, and machines to understand the semantic
meaning of words in the document. The granularity of semantic annotations depends on the application and a single
annotation may cover a word, a sentence, a paragraph, a document, or an entire corpus [10] and the degree to which added
value is brought to a document by enriching the document with
annotations depends on the benefit for applications like semantic search, aggregation of content, automated relationships
discovery, Query-Answering (QA), Information Retrieval (IR),
document retrieval (DR), and Knowledge Management (KM).
In recent years, systems have emerged using methods from
the domain of Information Extraction (IE) [3] and statistical
relational learning (SRL) [16] to extract data from the text
of thousands of unstructured documents and derive graph
databases (DBs), representing a symbolic content description
using extractable entities and relations between entities. Some
of the most known systems are DeepDive [28], DBpedia,
NELL [13], YAGO [17], FRED [11], and KnowledgeVault [6].
These systems generate graph DBs containing entities and
relations from all the documents. Annotating documents with
data from graph DBs relates to the entity-linking problem that
is a well studied field [5], where entities from documents are
linked to entities of graphs. However, matching words in the
text of documents to entities that are in a graph DB is difficult,
and even if the documents contain named-entities, simply

annotating documents with entity-related data from graph DBs
ignores the documents’ semantics and higher purpose in mind
of people selecting documents for the corpus. This also applies
for graph DB representing an ontology, because the higher
purpose in mind of humans is not involved within the process.
Obviously, collecting documents is not an end in itself
and the documents in a corpus might represent related work
of research, documents of favourite authors, or selective
proceedings of conferences. A subset of annotations of a
document’s annotation database (ADB) may add value to
another document’s ADB within the same corpus e.g., by
increasing the performance in document retrieval. Let us
assume that a person is searching for documents about iterative
algorithms within a personal reference library using some
keywords like ’iterative algorithm’ or ’EM-like algorithm’.
Generally, documents are in the set of relevant documents, if
they contain the keywords. However, if a document contain a
specific iterative algorithm and the document does not contain
the words iterative algorithm or EM-like algorithm, then the
document is not in the set of relevant documents. However,
if the keywords are in the document’s ADB because of the
annotation enrichment process, then the document can be part
of the relevant documents and is possibly useful for the person
searching for iterative algorithms in an individual collection
of documents. Thus, we are interested in enriching documentspecific annotation databases with annotations from the ADBs
of other documents within the same corpus instead of using
data from external graph DBs.
In this paper, we present an approach to enrich sparse and
weakly annotated documents with annotations of documents
in the same corpus taking advantage of the higher purpose in
mind of people individually selecting the documents in a corpus. We introduce techniques for maintaining the annotations
in annotation databases of documents within the same corpus
handling new document extending the corpus, and documents
dropping out of the corpus.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II and III present related work and background information,
respectively. In Section IV we introduce corpus-driven annotation enrichment of documents’ ADBs. In Section V we
conclude and present future work.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Over the recent years, a considerable number of automatic
annotation systems have been introduced in the natural language processing (NLP) community. Automatic annotation
systems use human language to directly extract data from the
text of documents. A well-established technique is namedentity recognition (NER), which is a subtask of IE taking
an unannotated block of text and producing an annotated
block of text that highlights the names of entities and classify
them into predefined categories such as persons, organizations,
locations, etc. Some annotation systems extract named-entities
from the text and use available DBs to identify more entities
having a relationship to the extracted entities by using link
prediction [12], which is the discipline of estimating the
likelihood of the existence of a link between nodes, using the
given links and attributes of nodes within a graph [19]. The
granularity of annotations depends on the application and a
single annotation may cover a word, a sentence, a paragraph,
a document, or an entire corpus [10].
MINTE [2] is an approach for semantically integrating RDF
graphs. This requires the management of data to determine
the relatedness of different RDF representations of the same
entity. Tipalo [9] is an automatic system identifying types
from the text of Wikipedia documents for DBpedia entities.
OpenCalais [15] is a knowledge extraction tool by Reuters,
which automatically tags data in unstructured text using a large
ontology. SemTag is a module of Seeker, both introduced by
Dill et al. in [21] to generate semantic annotations. SemTag
uses a structural analysis of text and the ontology TAP to
automatically annotate documents with data from the ontology. Analogous to SemTag, KIM is a semantic annotation,
indexing, and retrieval platform, developed by Ontotext [22]
that identifies entities in the text of documents and links
the entities to semantic descriptions which are provided by
the KIMBO ontology (pre-populated ontology with many
instances). The platform allows KIM-based applications to
use it for automatic semantic annotation. KIM has been
applied in different domains like anti-corruption and asset
recovery, analysis of bio-medical content, or scientific papers.
BOEMIE [14] is another approach, focusing on text block
locations that correspond to specific types of named-entities,
and additionally performs annotations of text that refers to the
same topic to automatically creating annotations. For further
annotation systems please refer to the survey of from Oliveira
et al. [8].
Generally, all available annotation systems ignore the composition of documents and simply add data from external
sources to documents to describe entities occurring in the
documents. However, we believe that identifying DBs that are
useful for annotating documents is as difficult as identifying
a human expert adding high added value annotations to documents. Even if external DBs are available, we take the view
that separately annotating documents simply adds domainspecific data to documents instead of describing the content
of documents with respect to the document composition.

Compared with existing automatic annotation systems, the
contributions of this paper are:
• Constructing the ADBs of documents by considering the
composition of documents by using an iterative algorithm.
• Maintaining the ADBs of documents by handling new
documents extending the corpus as well as old documents
dropping out of the corpus.
III. P RELIMINARIES
Topic modeling techniques estimate topics from a collection
of documents and calculate for each of the documents a
topic probability distribution θ. Topics represent co-occurring
words of the documents. The statistical technique called latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA)[20] generates a topic model from
a set of documents to identify latent structures such as the
topic distribution of documents and word topic distribution.
This technique is identical to probabilistic latent semantic
analysis (pLSA), except that the authors have introduced a
sparse Dirichlet prior for the topic distribution expressing
that documents cover only a small set of topics and that
each topic uses only a small set of words frequently. It
assumes documents to represent a mixture of topics where
each topic is characterized by a distribution of words from a
vocabulary containing all words of the collected documents.
LDA uses a bag of words approach simplifying documents.
For document d, LDA learns a discrete probability distribution
θd that contains for each topic k ∈ {1, . . . , K} a value
between 0 and 1. The sum over all K topics for d is 1.
To find topically similar documents we use the Hellinger
distance [27] measuring the distance between two probability
distributions. Given two topic distributions θdi and θdj for
documents di q
and dj , the Hellinger distance H(θdi , θdj )
2
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θdi ,k − θdj ,k where k refers
is given by √2
k=1
to the topics in the documents. Topic modelling techniques
reduce the dimensionality of each document to the number of
topics k. Having the topic model for the documents within
corpus D, it is feasible to calculate the Hellinger distance
between documents di and dj . The result is a value between
0 and 1 and H(θdi , θdi ) = 0. LDA has input documents di ,
i ∈ {1, ..., D}, where each document di contains words wn ;
n ∈ {1, ..., N }. The per-word topic assignment zd,n is drawn
from a per-document topic distribution vector θd . Each topic
k ∈ {1, ..., K} is a multinomial distribution of words w. LDA
contains two hyperparameters α and β, where α conditions
the per-document topic distributions θd and β conditions the
per-corpus topic distributions φk , k ∈ {1, ..., K}.
Information extraction is a subdomain of NLP referring
to methods that extract entities and their relations from text
documents. Two main tasks of IE systems are NER and
relation extraction. A possible result of an IE system is a set
of Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples containing
the extractable relations between entities. Identifying entities
and relations within arbitrary long sentences containing subordinate clauses and other grammatical structures make IE

difficult. Some well known systems are OpenIE [3], Gate [7],
and the framework document spanners [4]. We use OpenIE
which learns a classifier to split sentences of text documents
into shorter utterances and apply natural logic [24] to further
shorten the utterances in a way such that the shortened utterances can be mapped to OpenIE triples representing subject,
predicate, and object.

where variable s represents the subject, p is the predicate, and
o the object of an annotation.
The G-similarity identifies de -related documents in D comparing annotations of ge with annotations of other documents’
ADB and is defined as
1
(3)
SimG (ge , gk ) = · v c + v r ,
2
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where v c and v r represents the average value of the similarity
vectors taking the ratio between high and low similarity scores
into account such that two ADBs ge and gk sharing only a
small number of high similarity scores and a high number of
low similarity scores have a small G-similarity. v c ∈ Rn , with
vjc = maxi ai,j represents the similarity vector containing
for each annotation in ge the highest possible similarity score
and v r ∈ Rm , with vir = maxj ai,j represents the similarity
vector containing for each annotation in gk the highest possible
similarity score.

In this section, we present the annotation enrichment process
constructing ADBs of documents with annotations of related
documents in the same corpus. We assume annotations of one
document brining add value to another document in the same
corpus, if the content of both documents is somehow related.
Thus, enriching ADB ge with annotations from de -related
documents requires the identification of de -related documents
and those annotations that are semantically related to the
annotations of document de . Kuhr et al. [1] have introduced
two similarities namely D- and G-similarity identifying de related documents in corpus D and have presented the iterative
Algorithm 1 using the two similarity measures identifying de related documents to assign each annotation with an Expected
Relevance Value (ERV) to identify the annotations describing
the content of de without focusing on named-entities.
The D-similarity is based on the idea of topic modelling
and compares the relatedness between two documents using
the similarity of the documents’ topics. The document-specific
topic vector is known as the topic distribution of a document.
D-Similarity is defined by:
SimD (de , dk ) = 1 − H(θde , θdk ),

(1)

where H(θde , θdk ) estimates the Hellinger distance
between the topic distributions of de and dk and
SimD (de , dk ) ∈ [0, 1]. The interval follows directly from
the definition of the Hellinger distance. The higher the Dsimilarity the more similar the documents’ topic distribution.
The text of documents de and dk having a high D-similarity
contain similar content such that annotations for dk might
be added value for de . The similarity function s(gei , gkj )
calculating a similarity score between two annotations,
comparing the i-th annotation in ge with the j-th annotation
in gk using the entities and relations to estimate a similarity
score in [0, 1]. The more similar two annotations gei ∈ ge and
gkj ∈ gk the higher s(gei , gkj ) ∈ [0, 1] and function s(gei , gkj ) is
defined by:
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A. Iterative Annotation Construction
Next we present the iterative annotation enrichment Algorithm 1, which is based on Dempster et al. [26]. Their EMalgorithm estimates the maximum likelihood of parameters
handling unobserved variables alternating between the expectation and maximization step. The expectation step creates a
function for the expectation of log-likelihood using the present
values for the parameters. The maximization step calculates
the parameters maximizing the expected log-likelihood in
the expectation step. The expectation step of Algorithm 1
identifies de -related documents, represented as Dde , using Dand G-similarity and calculates for all annotations G de the
ERV value. The maximization step calculates the new average
G-similarity optimizing the ERVs in the next expectation step.
The ERV estimates only the annotations in G de describing the
semantic meaning of the content from document de as
ERVtde = SimDt · SimGt · f (t),

(4)

where SimDt is the average D-similarity of documents d ∈
Dde such that g contains annotation t, SimGt is the average
G-similarity of all ADBs g ∈ G de containing annotation t and
f (t) is the frequency of g ∈ G de containing annotation t. The
average D-similarity of documents where the corresponding
ADBs contain annotation t is given by SimDde . SimGde
t
t
represents the average G-similarity containing annotation t and
ERV de is the average ERV of all annotations in de . There are
two ways leading to a high ERV. First, D- and G-similarity
between de and Dde is high which means the text of each
d ∈ Dde and de is semantically related. Second, the number
of documents in Dde containing annotation t is high. Thus,
enriching ADB of de with annotation t occurring in many
other ADB may add value to the ADB of d, because it seems
to be generic or very specific for those documents. The input
parameters of Algorithm 1 are document de , ge , D \ {de }, and
D-similarity selection threshold τ . The output is the optimal
ADB ge0 . In the E-Step, the algorithm updates variable ervt for
each annotation t in Ged . The algorithm adds annotations with

Algorithm 1 Iterative Annotation Enrichment
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

Input: de , ge , D \ {de }, τ
Output: ge0
d
Define:  = 0.1 , Dde , D0 e , G de , ge0
Initialize: SimGde = , Sim0G = SimGde − , Dde = ∅,
G de = ∅, ervtde = 0, ge0 = ∅
while |SimGde − Sim0Gde | ≥  and SimGde > Sim0G do
ge0 ← ge
Dde ← ∅
. E-Step
for each dk ∈ D do
if SimD (de , dk ) > τ and SimG (ge0 , gk ) > SimGde then
Dde ← Dde ∪ {dk }
end if
end for
for each t ∈ G de do
ervtde ← ervtde + ERVtde
end for
for each t ∈ G de do
de
if ERVtde > ERV then
0
0
ge ← ge ∪ {t}
end if
end for
. M-Step
Sim0Gde = SimGde
P|Dde |

22:
SimGde =
23: end while
24: return ge0

k=1

SimGde (g ,g )
e k
|D de |

high ERV to ADBs and ignores annotations with low ERV.
In the M-Step, the algorithm updates the average G-similarity
SimGde which is part of the termination condition in line 5.
We use Algorithm 1 constructing for each document within
corpus D the corresponding corpus-driven ADB by using
annotations of related documents’ ADB.
B. Maintaining Annotation Databases
Over time, the composition of documents might change
for various reasons; e.g., a subset of documents drops out
of the corpus or new documents extend the corpus. We
describe first ideas for techniques handling adjustments in the
composition of document of the corpus for maintaining the
annotations in the document-specific ADBs. First, we describe
techniques maintaining the annotations in ADB of documents
while new documents extending the given set of documents
in a corpus. Afterwards, we describe techniques maintaining
the annotations of documents’ ADBs while documents are
dropping out of the corpus.
1) Corpus Extending Documents.: Documents in a corpus
are not fixed and sometimes new documents are available containing text which is relating to the content of other documents
in the corpus, so that a person might extend the corpus with
new documents. Extending the corpus with a new, unseen
document nothing is available, except from the text of the new
document. Enriching a new document with annotations from
other documents in the corpus requires the identification of
similar documents and similar annotation database, such that
Algorithm 1 can compare the documents in the corpus with the
new document using the D- and G-similarity to construct the

ADB of a new document with annotations of other documents
having both, high D- and G-similarity. But, how to identify
documents within the corpus having a high D-similarity with
the new document; however, when only the text is available
for the new document?
The D-similarity estimates the similarity between two documents using their topic distributions. Therefore, it is required
to estimate the topic distribution for the new document.
Generally, documents’ topic distribution rest upon the topicword distribution derived from the text of all documents
within the corpus and it is impossible to compare a new
document with other documents from a corpus using the Dsimilarity without estimating the topic distribution for the new
document considering the documents in the corpus. There
are two approaches estimating the topic distribution for a
new, unseen document: i) Extending the corpus with the
new document and calculating a new topic model from the
text of all documents in the new, extended version of the
corpus. ii) Approximating the topic distribution of the new
document by inferring the new document’s topic distribution
from the two corpus-specific distributions; namely, the topicword distribution and the document-topic distribution. The
topic distribution for each of the old documents is unchanged.
Estimating a new topic model from a given set of documents
in a corpus D is computation-intensive in comparison to
approximating the topic distribution for a single new document
using the data from a given topic model. Hence, it is a
debatable point whether it is necessary to calculate a new
topic distribution for all documents in D, just because a new
document d0 extends corpus D to D0 = D ∪ {d0 }, instead
of approximating the topic distribution for the new document
d0 using available data from the initial topic model generated
from the documents in corpus D. It is possible to infer the topic
distribution for a new document d0 by using the parameters
of the topic model generated from all documents in D. The
folding in Gibbs sampling technique [23] which is the same as
Gibbs sampling [25], except the sampling uses the topic-word
distribution φ, and per document-topic distribution θ of the
topic model generated from the documents in D approximates
the topic distribution for d0 .
In a folding in Gibbs sampling approach we can estimate
for each word w in the new document d0 the most probable
topic which is initialized using φ. If d0 contains a new
word w not part of any document d ∈ D, we randomly
assign the topic for this word. The folding in Gibbs sampling
estimates only the topic assignment for each word in the new
document d0 . The topic assignment of the words in d0 gives
the distribution of topics in d0 . However, the documents’ topic
distribution changes with the documents in corpus D and it is
recommended to estimate a new topic model after extending
D with new documents. There is no limitation in the number
of documents we can add to the corpus without estimating
a new topic model from all documents in D0 , but the initial
topic model ignores the content of all new documents. Hence,
it might be necessary to generate a new topic model after
a while. The number of documents in the corpus, length of

the documents and words within documents is responsible for
the error between the approximation using folding in Gibbs
sampling and generating a new topic model using the extend
corpus. Both techniques lead to a topic distribution for new,
unseen documents and having the topic distribution for new
documents it is possible to compare the new documents with
all documents in the corpus using the D-similarity.
However, Algorithm 1 compares the similarity between documents using the G-similarity besides the D-similarity; but
how to compare the annotations of documents in D with
a new document having no annotations? i) We have to
identify extractable annotations from the text of the document
using a combination of IE techniques. ii) After extracting the
annotations and store them in the document’s ADB, the ADB
consists of annotations representing at least a subset of the
document’s content.
The initial set of annotations is small and contains only data
directly extractable from the text; the quality of annotations
highly depends on the extraction techniques. However, the
quality of annotations is not a problem as we are interested
in constructing and maintaining the ADB of a new document.
Initially, only a small set of annotations in the document’s
ADB is required, describing parts of the document’s content
to calculate the G-similarity working at annotation-level. Algorithm 1 is capable of iteratively enriching the ADB of the
new document d0 with annotations of documents within the
same corpus, having both, a high D- and G-similarity to d0 .
2) Dropping out Documents.: Similar to the documents
extending a corpus it is possible that documents may drop
out of the corpus for various reasons; e.g., the content of
a document is outdated or contain wrong information such
that the document is no longer relevant for the library of a
person. As mentioned aforetime, each document has a link
to a document-specific ADB containing annotations for the
document. Within the iterative annotation enriching process,
Algorithm 1 constructs the ADBs of documents using a subset
of annotations from similar documents’ ADBs of the corpus.
If a document d is dropping out of corpus D, we have to
decide how to deal with the ADBs of other documents within
corpus D containing annotations from ADB g of document
d, since Algorithm 1 enriched the ADBs of documents with
annotations from d dropping out of the corpus.
Generally, there are three approaches for handling the
annotations of documents dropping out of the corpus: 1) No
rollback: Do not change the remaining documents’ ADBs, just
because the ADBs contain annotations being enriched from a
document’s ADB no longer part of the corpus. Let us assume
that a person removes document d from corpus D. The reason
for removing document d from D is that a new, extend version
of document d exists, represented by d0 , and we would like
to replace d by d0 . Then there is no reason for removing
the annotations in documents’ ADB being enriched from g
of d. 2) Partly rollback:If the content of a document d is
outdated and the document is no longer part of the corpus,
it might be desired to remove the initial annotations in g
from all ADBs being enriched with initial annotations of g.

3) Rollback: Remove all iteratively enriched annotations from
all documents’ ADB, generate a new topic model from the
documents in the reduced corpus and perform Algorithm 1 to
enrich the ADBs using annotations of other documents’ ADB.
Simply removing all annotations of a dropping out document’s ADB from the ADBs of all remaining documents is
an approximation for the documents’ annotations, and it is
not possible to track the origin of annotations. It might be
possible that an ADB ge is similar to another ADB gi , just
because ge contains an annotation from a documents’ ADB
not in the corpus anymore. Furthermore, Algorithm 1 enriches
ge with annotations from gi . By simply removing all initial
annotations of a dropping out document’s ADB from all other
documents’ ADBs ignore the iteratively enriched annotations
by a high G-similarity. Thus, another approach is removing all
iteratively enriched annotations from the ADBs and performs
Algorithm 1 for all documents again. This approach is more
expensive than simply removing only all initial annotations of
a dropping out document’s ADB from all other documents’
ADBs. However, we assume that the document-specific annotations better describe the higher purpose in mind of the
person collecting the documents in the corpus. Generating a
new topic model from the remaining documents in the reduced
corpus and performing Algorithm 1 to enrich the ADBs using
annotations of other documents’ ADB has the advantage in
only adding annotations to documents’ ADB having a high Dand G-similarity. However, as already mentioned previously,
calculating a new topic model and performing Algorithm 1
on all documents is computationally intensive. Depending
on the number of documents dropping out of the corpus
approximating documents’ annotations might be good enough.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the construction of
document-specific ADBs using two holistic similarities called
D- and G-similarity and the iterative EM-like Algorithm 1.
Additionally, we have introduced different approaches for
maintaining annotations in annotation database since the composition of documents might change over time; new documents
extend the corpus and old documents are dropping out.
In future work we are interested in estimating parameters
to decide which maintaining approach fits best to a given
collection of documents such that the required resources for
maintaining documents ADB is as small as possible.
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